
 
 

 

Daf Review - Shabbos Daf 80 

Compiled by Larry Ziffer 

D’yo kidei lichtov 
Beraisa: one is chayav for carrying out enough ink to write two letters (dry, in a quill or in an inkwell). 

 Rava: if one carries enough dry ink to write one letter, and one letter’s worth in a quill or an inkwell, 
do they combine? TEIKU. 

 if one takes out enough ink for two letters and writes them as he is walking, he is chayav because 
the writing acts as the hanacha. 

 if one took out enough ink for one letter and wrote the letter and then he takes out ink for another 
letter and writes that one as well, he is patur (because when he takes out the second ink, the first 
has already dried and diminished, so a smaller shiur exists when he brings out the second ink. 

 if one takes out half a grogeres volume of an item and puts it down, then takes out another half 
grogeres and puts that down, it is as if the first amount was caught by a dog in-air and never put 
down or totally burned before it was put down and he is therefore patur (i.e. if before putting down 
the second piece he picks up the first piece, it is as if it was never put down) 

 if one took out a half grogeres, put it down, then took another half grogeres and passed it over the 
first piece he is chayav (because He put it within three tefachim of the first piece, so it is considered 
as if it is resting on top of the first piece).  [This is a case of lavud] 

Beraisa: if one takes a half grogeres and then takes out another half grogeres in one lapse of awareness, 
he is chayav. If done in two lapses, he is patur.  

 R. Yosei: if done in one lapse he is only chayav if he took them into one reshus harabim, but if he 
took them into two separate reshuyos harabim he is patur. 

 Rabbah: they are only considered separate if there is a reshus hayachid in between them. 

 Abaye: even a karmelis in between makes them into two separate places 

 Rava: even if there is a block of wood in between, they are considered two separate places.  
K’chol kidei likchol ayin achas 
Q: A woman will not make up only one eye!?  
A: R. Huna said: we are discussing modest women who cover their entire face except for one eye. 
Devek kidei litein b’rosh hashafhsush 
He must take out enough glue to use on a board used to catch birds (that got stuck on the glue). 
Zefes v’gafris kidei la’asos 
He must use enough to make a small hole to let liquid metal come out of a kli. 
Charsis kidei la’asos pi kor 
R. Yehuda’s shiur seems large, and we have a rule that R’ Yehuda’s shiurim for carrying on 
Shabbos are smaller than the Rabanan’s. But R. Yehuda’s shiur is just enough to fill in the cracks of an 
existing stand. This shiur is smaller than that of the Rabanan. 
Sid kidei lasud 
Beraisa: one must take out enough plaster to apply to a girl’s small finger. 

 R’ Yehuda: girls who grow body hairs before the usual age are embarrassed and therefore remove 
them. Poor girls remove them using plaster. Rich girls use fine flour. Princesses use “Mor” oil. 

 R’ Yehuda: anpiknon is oil from olives which have not yet grown to one third of their potential size. It 
is used to remove unwanted hair and to make the skin glow. 

R. Yehuda omer kidei lasud kilkul 

 Rav: Kilkul and andipi refer to the temple and the area under the temple. 

 R. Ami: andipi refers to the two spigots of a barrel. 

 R Kahana: andipi refers to the forehead 
 



 
 

 

MISHNA 
• One is chayav for taking out: 
o Earth: enough to make a seal on the large cargo sacks carried on ships (R. Akiva) OR enough to make 

a seal on a letter (Rabanan) 
o Fertilizer and fine sand: enough to fertilize a stalk of cabbage (R. Akiva) OR  enough to fertilize a 

stalk of leek (Rabanan) 
o Course sand: enough to put on a trowel with plaster. 
o A reed: enough to make a quill 
GEMARA 
Beraisa: the amount of thick sand in the Mishna is enough to use to make plaster. 

 R. Yehuda: can’t mix in sand because it is beneficial to the plaster and we don’t do that since the 
churban 

 Rava: Rabanan agree that it is beneficial, but they allow it to be used because it darkens the color 
and therefore is not so nice. 

Kaneh kidei la’asos kulmus 
Beraisa: the pen must be long enough to reach the knuckles. 

 R. Ashi: the upper knuckles or the lower ones? TEIKU. 
V’ihm haya aveh 

 Beraisa: this is an egg that is mixed with oil and placed in a pot. 

 Mar b’rei D’Ravina: Q: which egg is the most easily cooked? A: The egg of a small bird (because it is 
tiny).  Q: if it’s based on size, why not say the smaller egg of a hummingbird? A: R. Sheishes said that 
the most easily cooked egg is a chicken egg. Q: for the issur of carrying as it pertains to food we 
generally use the size of a grogeres. Why use the size of an egg here? A: R. Nachman said that here 
too, the shiur is the amount needed to cook a grogeres volume of this egg. 

 
 
Halacha:  

 Rambam (like Rabbah): When transporting two halves in one lapse of awareness, they can combine 
into one shiur if they are transported into the same domain (or into two separate domains, as long 
as there is no Biblical reshus in between them). 

 Aruch Hashulchan: Why don’t people in chutz l’aretz leave a one amah square area unfinished? 
Perhaps because we don’t use the white plaster describe in the gemara. Having anything in our 
homes that is zecher l’churban (e.g. a picture or calligraphy) might also fulfill this din. 

 


